The Semi-Precious Stones Collection

Take Your Imagination Anywhere
The Concetto™ collection is here to fuel your imagination, giving you the freedom to truly
express your passion for design. With endless, inspiring possibilities at your fingertips, all you
need is a dash of creativity to design a stunning space, different than any other. Use Concetto™
for applications such as countertops, backsplashes, wall cladding, furniture and flooring, and
create a design unmistakably your own.

Concetto™ – The Semi Precious Stones Collection
Release your inner designer and fully express your artistic vision with Caesarstone’s exciting
range of superior luxury surfaces. Available in 15 exquisite colors, this inspiring handcrafted
collection incorporates the best quality semi-precious stones from across the globe.
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8200 Ice Quartz, console table
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With endless inspiring possibilities at your fingertips,
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all you need is a dash of creativity to design

a stunning space, different than any other.

8141 White Quartz, island, Decor Kitchens, Israel
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Nature’s Beauty Shines Through
Concetto™ surfaces are handmade from individually cut and bound semi-precious stones. The vividly
colored semi precious stones are transformed in a process which captures and enhances their innate
brilliance. The result - luxury surfaces which will give your interiors the wow factor you’re after. For even
greater impact, some of the designs have a natural translucency which can be backlit to create a truly
inspirational atmosphere.

8311 Gray Agate, stairs

8551 Amethyst, console table

An Exceptional Finish

Uncompromising Quality

Globally Present

Concetto™ surfaces, created with dimensions of

Every Concetto™ slab is a unique creation.

Caesarstone has showrooms and dealerships in over

141.5 x 302cm and a thickness of 25mm, have

Our quality control is second to none as we check each

40 countries worldwide - no matter where you live,

outstanding looks with in-built durability. They are

slab individually before declaring it flawless. We are also

our professional support network will provide you

also easy to care for, since there’s no need to seal,

committed to the highest safety and eco standards, and

with efficient service and the highest level

polish or wax them. Surfaces simply need cleaning

take great pride in becoming the first quartz manufacturer

of customer support.

with mild detergent to keep them looking like new

to achieve the ISO 14001 international standard for

for years to come. Concetto™ surfaces are heat

environmental management and performance. All our

and scratch resistant too, making them practical

products meet the stringent American Greenguard

and hard wearing.

standards – and we are proud to have NSF (National
Sanitation Foundation) accreditation which means our
surfaces are safe enough for use in labs, healthcare
facilities and food prep environments. To guarantee your
complete peace of mind, rest assured that all Concetto™
luxury surfaces come with a comprehensive warranty.

8310 Brown Agate, island
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Go on, express yourself with Caesarstone.
We’d love to hear from you. For more design ideas, queries and for
your local distributor, visit our website: www.caesarstone.com

